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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Dynkin diagram D,, whose vertices are labelled 
1 ) 2, 3 ) . . . , VI and we denote by Q, = (D,, eq.) the graph D, with the 
following orientation for its edges: 
ly ,f.. . . .y-? m,-1 ; :f 
We call IQ, an equioriented quiver of type D,. 
Let K be a field. For every 
d = [;I ; d, ,..., d, 1 E N”’ 
consider 
gymm21 Hom,(V,, :I,) 
variety L, = UD,,, eq.) := Hom,(V,, V,) X 
(V,,j= I,2 ,..., ~lt, a vector space over K of 
dimension di) of all the representations of the oriented graph ‘3, of 
dimension d, the group G = G, := ny--, GL( Vi) acts naturally on L, and the 
number of orbits of this action is finite, each orbit O,,, (A EL,) 
corresponding to an isomorphism class [A ] of representations (cf. [ 4-7 I. 
In this paper we study the problem of the degenerations for the represen- 
tations of Q, = (D,, eq.) of given dimension. Given any orbit O,, c L, we 
want to characterize the obits 0, c L, such that 0, c 6, (6, the Zariski 
closure of O,,,), i.e., the degenerations of O,., 
The way we approach the problem is the same as in [ 2b 1, where we study 
the degenerations for the representation of the graph A, with an arbitrary 
orientation. 
Let 
A= 
t 
A, 
A? 
; A,:A,;...;A,m, EL, i 
* Both authors belong to the group GNSAGA of C.N.R. 
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be a representation of dimension d. We use a set N” of “rank parameters” 
which have been introduced in [ 1 b] (cf. also Section 2) to prove that 
0, c y, if and only if NB <N” (cf. Theorem 5.2, the part that states the 
equality of the orderings Gn and-<,). The argument we give is combinatorial. 
We also prove that if 0, c O,, and 0, is open in 6, - O,,, , i.e., if 0,, is a 
minimal degeneration of 0, , then there exists a submodule A ’ c A (we think 
of the representations as modules) such that B =A’ 0 A/A’ (cf. 
Theorem 5.2, the part that states the equality of the orderings <, and <,). 
The claim is the same we proved for the representations of the Dynkin 
diagram A,,, arbitrarity oriented (cf. 121). 
This phenomenon is not true in general; C. Riedtman has given examples 
of the following type. Take the oriented graph 
Set p’ = 0 and consider the variety of representations of dimension type 
(1,2); the generic orbit is indecomposable as well as other special orbits. For 
the relation /?’ = 0 and dimension type (2,5) one has that the generic 
element is decomposable and there exists a special element that is indecom- 
posable. 
The authors believe that the stated property is true for the representations 
of the Dynkin diagrams A, D, E, independently from the orientation. 
Following this idea, our next attempt will be to solve the following 
problems: (1) characterize the degenerations for the representations of D, 
with an arbitrary orientation 8; and (2) discuss the same type of problems 
for E,, E,, E,. 
Passing from the case treated here to an arbitrary orientation of D, seems 
to present te same type of difficulties encountered for the A, case (cf. 
[2a, b]); we may remark that the reflection functors do not seem to be able 
to take care of the orbit structure, except is special cases (cf. also [la, b]). 
Notice that the degeneration A ++ B = A’ 0 A/A’ is obtained in the 
following geometric way: we apply a l-parameter subgroup L(t) to A and we 
obtain B = lim,,, L(t) . A (cf. [3]). 
Conversely if we have a variety of representations of a finitely generated 
algebra, we can consider its points as particular p-tuples of q x q matrices 
(X , ,..., X,) and two representations are isomorphic if and only if the p-tuples 
are simultaneously conjugate under the group GL(q). Now if we have a p- 
tuple (Xr,...,X,,) and a l-parameter subgroup A(t) such that 
lim,,, A(t)X,A(t))’ = Yi is defined for all i. then the representation 
(Y 1 ,***, Y,) is in the closure of the orbit of (X,,...,X,,) and it is obtained as 
follows. Consider the q-dimensional vector space V over which the Xi’s 
onerate. 
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Decompose V according to the weights of 1(t), V = @TZ i Vj, A(t) acts as 
t”j on Vj and n, > n2 > ... > nN. For a typical matrix X= Xi write X in 
block form, X = (XJ, X,,: V, + V, the corresponding block. Then 
A(t) Xl(t)-’ = (tnhp”kX,,) and lim,,, l(t) Xl(t))’ exists if and only if 
X,, = 0 when h > k. Thus the subspaces W, = V,, W, = V, @ V, ,..., Wj = 
v, @ V,@ ... @ Vj are stable under X and in the graded space @ Wil Wit, 
the corresponding representation has matrix Y = lim,,, A(t) Xl(t)-‘, which 
is the matrix with only the diagonal blocks appearing. 
A problem which should be analyzed is the following: Given an action of 
a reductive algebraic group G over a verity V, and given two orbits 0,, O2 in 
V such that 0, c o,, when can we find a one-parameter subgroup A(t) in G 
such that for a given point P E 0, we have lim,,, A(t)P E 0, ? In the special 
case in which V is afline and 0, is a closed orbit this is the 
Hilbert-Mumford criterion in the form proved by Kempf (cf. [9]). 
If 0, is not closed then this is not always possible and it should be 
interesting to characterize in a geometric way those pairs of orbits for which 
such construction is possible. 
For our purposes it would be enough to perform the analysis in the case in 
which 0, is open in 0, - 0, (i.e., a minimal degeneration). 
Thus, in particular, we are trying to establish this last statement for the 
varieties of representations of the Dynkin diagrams. The results obtained so 
far are positive for A,, and for D, with a special orientation. 
2. INDECOMPOSABLE REPRESENTATIONS AND HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let us consider the Dynkin diagram D,,, equioriented, i.e.: 
where To = ( 1, 2, 3,..., m) is the set of its vertices. In the set 
(0, 1, 2, 3,..., m) = r, U (0) we consider the following partial order < which 
is the usual order of the set N of natural numbers, except for the integers 
0, 1, 2 which are incomparable. This is the order that we will systematically 
use in this paper, therefore, for example, the interval [0, q] does not contain 
the integers 1,2; p + 1 is the first integer following p, therefore 0 + 1 = 3, 
1 + 1 = 3. Note that the induced order on the set r,, coincides with the 
natural order defined by the orientation of the graph, and we have added the 
integer 0, as it will be useful for the notations of this and the next section. 
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Recall now that the set of indecomposable representations of D, is in l-l 
correspondence with the set A+ of the positive roots of D,, independently 
from the orientation (cf. [6, 7 1). We denote by E,, , p ,< q, p, q = 1, 2, 3 ,..., m, 
the indecomposable representations of D, which are also indecomposable 
representations for some subgraph of D, of type J$; we denote by F,,, 
p < q < m, p E [O, m - 11, the remaining ones. In Table 1 we give explicitly 
the dimensions of the indecompsables and a graphic description, which will 
be useful in the future. We have to read the graphic description of an 
indecomposable E,, , resp. FP4, as a representation for the given orientation. 
The dotsj,j’,j” always represent a given basis for the corresponding vector 
space. In particular the representation FP4, 0 # p < q, is described by: 
ltt3’, 2~3”;j’tt(j+l)‘,j”k+(j+l)” if 3<j<p,p’t+i(p+l). 
p”~~~ptl);j~jtlifp<j<q;q~O.TheinterpretationforF,,and 
E,, is similar and forced by the orientation. 
Next we study HomK(&, ghhk), where pCw denotes either E;,. or F,, 
(similarly for cY~,). In Table 2 we list the only possible cases for which 
HomK(FZw, g,,‘,,) # 0 and f or convenience, we give a graphic description of 
the corresponding pairs of indecomposables, as in this way it is easier to 
visualize the mutual position of the indices Z, 119, h k. We also given 
canonical independent generators of Hom,(Z’=,.. 8,,) as vector space over K, 
and we mean that the base vectors of FZw which are not explicitly mentioned 
go to zero. We will use these generators in the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Note that we have not considered explicitly the case where z or h is equal 
to 2, as we have Hom,(E,.., E,,) = 0 and we can deduce the other 
possibilities using the permutation u of the vertices 1, 2 (in fact u is a graph 
automorphism which preserves the given orientation). 
In this section we have essentially reproduced Section 2 of [lb], in fact we 
have only changed the notations and the reason will be clear from the 
inductive proof we give of Proposition 5.3 (cf. Section 7). 
3. RANK PARAMETERS FOR THE ORBITS 
Let us first recall a parametrization of the set (O,), A E L,, of the orbits 
of G, in L, (cf. Section 1) which have been introduced in [lb, Section 11. 
Again, for technical reasons, we are forced to change here the notations but 
the content is the same as in [ 11; for this reason we will not give the proofs 
of the statements, and the reader will easily recuperate then from [lb 1. 
Let 
A= 
i 
A, 
A, 
; Aj,Aqv..rA,n-, 
) 
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be a representation of (D,, eq.) of dimension d: 
and let us denote by A,: V,, := V, @ V, * V, the linear map defined 
A,(u,, v*)=A,v, +A,[‘*. 
To the representation A we associate the following linear maps: 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 3. I. 
(1) v);~~=A~~,o...oA~+,oA~:V~~V~.~<~,~E(~,~,~ ,..., m) 
(2) ~04k=Ak-,~...~A3~AO:VO=V,0VZ~Vk,kE[0,m] 
(3) % V,oV,oV,-(V,OV,OV,)/dOV,,h<k,hE[O,m] 
qQu,, V?, L’J = (((D:$I, ‘p:h+ v,), &qJ 
where (cp:, v, , c$, v2, uh) is the class of (~7, U, , pi, vz, uh) modulo the 
diagonal A of V, @ V, @ V,. 
DEFINITION OF THE RANK PARAMETERS 3.2. 
(1) N~,:=rkrp~,,h<k,hE(1,2,3 ,..., m} 
(2) N$ := rk (p& = rk (p$ + rk c~& - dim(Im pfk n Im q):,J, k E [ 3, m] 
(3) Mfk := rk I& - dim Vh 
= rk Y$ + rk up& - dim(Im (p$ n Im I#$, n ker q;i,J, 
h <k,hE [3,m- l] 
(4) Njf. = dim Vi = di, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, N& = d, + dz. 
We set N” = {N&,Mi,} and we call the non-negative integers of N” the 
“rank parameters of the representation A.” The reason is the following. 
Consider the decomposition of A into indecomposable factors (direct 
summands): 
where e& (resp. j$) denote the multiplicity of E,, (resp. F,,) in A. Clearly 
we can express the rank parameters of N4 in terms of the multiplicities e&, 
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AS, as ranks are additive (and the dimensions too). Explicitly we have the 
linear system: 
NT s = ks + e, s+l + . . . + erm) + (fo, + f, S+ I + . +. + f,,) 
+~~,+~~~+f3m~+~~~+~fss+l+~~~+frm~+~~~+fm-lm~ 
r= 1,2 
4 s = (e,, + ..e + e,,) + (e,, + +.e + e,,) + (ejs + ... + e,,) 
+ .a. + (ers + ... +e,,)+(fos+‘..+fom)+(f3r+...+f~m) 
+ **.+ CL, 5 +...+./I-, ,I + 2c.L F+I +...+A,)+...+ 2fm-, m* 
rE [O,m], r<s (3.3) 
M, s = (e,, + ... + e,,) + (ez, + ... + elm) + (for + +.. +fos-, 
+ 2f,, + *a* +2f,*)+(f,,+..‘+f,,-,+2~,+..‘+2f,*) 
+ **. + (f,-, r t ..* +.L1 s-l + Y-, f ... + v-1 ,) 
+ XL,,, + ... t&J t ... t x-, m,  
r<s, rE [3,m- l]. 
In (3.3) we mean that some summands vanish for special values of the 
indices. For example, we have: 
No s = (e,, t ... + e,,) t (e,, t ... t e,,) + (f,, t ... tfo,) 
t us t ... +.fJfi,) t **’ f u-1 s + ... t.L, ,I 
+ 2x .s+, t .*+ +f,,) + ... + x-1 rn’ 
In [l] we have proved that (3.3) is invertible over the integers, therefore 
the sets N”, A E L,, parametrize the orbits. Moreover, we have the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 3.4 (Cf. 1.5 of [ lb]). Let A, B E L,(D,, eq.) be such that 
0, c a,, and 0, # 0,) then 
N;s < N;s 3 M;s < Mj, 
for all pairs (r, s), r # s, and the strict inequalitv holds for at least a pair of 
indices. 
4. ELEMENTARY DEGENERATIONS 
We introduce here some operations Y on the indecomposable represen- 
tations of Q, = (D,, eq.) called “elementary degenerations” (cf. 4.3) which 
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will generate a preorder relation in the set of orbits of given dimension. We 
collect them in Tables 3 and 3’. In column 1 we draw (for convenience) the 
indecomposables on which we perform the operation Q (we denote by A 
their direct sum), and in column 2 we draw the representation C = gA 
which is the result of the operation. 
From Corollary 4.3 we will have that 0, c 6,, therefore, passing from A 
to C some of the rank parameters decrease their value (cf. Proposition 3.4). 
We compute them for each pair A, C = Is’A using Definitions 3.1 and the 
interpretation of the graphic description of the indecomposables (cf. 
Section 2). 
We have the following situation: 
(a) Nib = N;b - 1 for aEH,, bEK, 
cp) M,q,=M,C,- 1 for aEH,. bEK, (4.1) 
(7) ML = MS - 2 for a E H,, b E K, 
where H,‘s, r = a, /3, y (resp. the K,‘s) are subsets of the set (0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., m): 
all the remaining rank parameters are unchanged. 
In column 3 we list explicitly the sets H,, K,, r = (x, p, 1~. We call (a, b) a 
pair of type p, p = LI, /I, 7, if (a, b) E H, x K, and we denote by 
ob(‘l’)= 0 H, x K,. 
p-0.D.; 
The pairs of indices (a, b) E oh(Y) are called obstruction indices for the 
degeneration Q%, and reason will be clear from Remark 5.4. 
Remarks. We want to compare Tables 3’ and 3. Tha degenerations I’, 
II’, III’, V’, XI’ can be thought of as special cases resp. of I. II, III, V, XI; 
it is enough to assume there u = t + 1, u = t and read conventionally the 
indecomposable E,,, = E,, , f of column 1 as the zero representation at the 
vertex t. Note that the obstruction indices of column 3 are coherent with 
such convention. VII’ and IX’ can be considered a special case of VII and 
IX for p = 0; in this case in column 2 the indecomposable E,, is not defined, 
and conventionally we read it as the irreducible representation E,, . Again 
the obstruction induces of column 3 are consistent with this convention. 
Let us consider the graph automorphism u = (1,2) of (D,, eq.) induced 
by the permutation of the vertices 1 and 2, and consider the representations 
A defined in column 1 of Table 3 (resp. Table 3’). In the cases II, IV, VII, X, 
XI we have that aA # A. It follows that we have also to consider the 
operation which associates to the representation aA the representation aC. In 
case IX we have oA = A but UC # C, therefore we have also to consider the 
operation that to A associates aC. 
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Note that in Table 3 column 3 some of the sets H, x K, may lose sense 
for special values of the indices. For example, for the degeneration III, if 
q = m, the set Kl = [q + 1, m is meaningless. In all these cases we set ] 
H,xK,=0. 
From now on we will use these conventions, and we will explicitly discuss 
only the operations listed in Table 3; but the statements we make hold for 
the operations listed in Table 3’ and for the new’operations defined using the 
graph automorphism u. 
Note that C always contains two indecomposable factors, therefore we 
have written C = P 0 Q, and for each case (I,..., XI) we mean that Q is the 
second indecomposable of column 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A, C = P @ Q be a pair of representations listed 
in Table 3, cases I,..., XI (resp. Table 3’). Then: 
A E Ext,(P, Q). 
Proof We have to show case by case that there exists an injective map 
j:Q C, A such that P N A/jQ. 
To specify the morphism j we use the generators listed in Table 2 of 
Section 2, as follows: 
Case I. 6 E HomK(Euq, E,,), 8 E HomK(Euq, Eut,); j = 6 - 8. 
Case II. /? E HomK(Euq, E,,), 6 E HomK(Euq, E,,,); j = p - 6. 
Case III. If p < U, q E HomK(Euqr FPq), 6 E HomK(Euq, E,,); j = ?y - 6. 
If 3 < u < P, cp = vI - vz E HomK(Euq, F,,), 6 E HomK(Euqr E,,); j = v - 6. 
Case IV. e E Hom,(E,,, FP4), a E Hom,(E,,, E,,,); j = E - a. 
Case V. t9 E Hom,(E,,, FPq), 6 E HomK(Eupr E,,); j = 8 - 6. 
Case VI. y E Hom,(F,,, F,,), w E HomK(FUq, FP,); j = w - I,?. 
Case VII. Y E Hom,(F,,, FPpq), y E Hom,(F,,,, El,.); j = v - y. 
Case VIII. v/ E HomK(FLlq, FDq), G E HomK(Fcq, F,,); j = li/ - @. 
Case IX. E E Hom,(E,,, FP,); j = E. 
Case X. Y E Hom,(F,, , Ed, Y” E HomK(Frqy E,,), Y E HomKFoq9 Fp,>; 
j=y+F+w. 
Case XI. PE Hom,(E,,,E,,), BE HomR(Eu4,Elp), 6E HomK(Euq,EuJ: 
j=P+jY+S. 
It is easy to check that j is an injective morphism of modules and that 
P N A/jQ. 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let A, C be a pair of representations listed in Table 3 
(resp. Table 30, then 0, c 0,. 
Proof. Clearly [A] f [C] and dim C = dim A. Moreover, from 
Proposition 4.2 we have that 0 -+ Q + A + P + 0 is an exact sequence and 
C=P@Q (cf. [3]). 
We consider now the variety L, and the action of the group G, defined in 
Section 1. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let A EL,, we say that we perform on A an 
elementary degeneration i;r if A = A @ M, where A is one of the represen- 
tations listed in Table 3 (resp. Table 3’) column 1 and the result of g is the 
representation C = C @ M, where C is the representation corresponding to A 
in column 2: 
Clearly we have 0, s 6,) and the equalities (4.1) hold for A and C, as 
ranks are additive. 
The elementary degenerations generate a preorder relation in the set of 
orbits of the action of G, in L,. We will see in Section 5 that this is in fact 
an ordering which we call “the combinatorial ordering” and denote it by <,. 
The definition is the following. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let A, B E L,, we say that 0, <, 0, if and only if B is 
obtained from A performing a finite number of elementary degenerations. 
Let us denote by Gy the geometrical ordering of the orbits in L, given by: 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let A, B EL,, we sav that 0, GE O., if and only if 
0, E 6., (i.e., 0, is a degeneration of 0,). 
As a consequence of 4.3 we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.7. For A, B E L,, if 0, <, O,., then 0, & 0,. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM: STRATEGY AND SKETCH OF THE PROOF 
Let us consider the variety L, = Ld(Dm, eq.) defined in Section 1, on 
which acts the group G,. 
If the set of the orbits of this action we define a “rank ordering,” denoted 
by <,, as follows. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. Let A, B E L,, we say that 0, <, 0, if and only if 
N;s < N;4,, r<s, rE[O,m-l)U{1,2} 
M;:, < M:l, 3 r<s, rE [3,m- 11. 
(5.1) 
Proposition 3.4 says that if 0, Gn 0, then 0, <, 0,. The theorem we 
want to prove is the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. The three orderings <,, &, <, coincide. 
We only need to compare the orderings <, and <, (cf. 4.6), and the 
strategy we will use is described by the following Proposition 5.3. To 
simplify the notations, from now on we will write B <A instead of 
%<,O,. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let A, B EL, be such that B <A. Then there exists a 
C E L, obtained from A via an elementary degeneration and such that 
B<C<A. 
Remark 5.4. Let A, B EL, and B <A; if we perform an elementary 
degeneration g on A, i.e., A = A 0 M, and A listed in Table 3 (resp. 
Table 3’) column 1 of Section 4, we do get C = C 0 M (C defined in 
column 2) with C <A, but in order to have B <C = gA the rank 
parameters of the given representations A and B must satisfy the following 
inequalities: 
(a) Nib < N:b for every pair (a, b) E H, X K, 
Co> M% <W$ for every pair (a, b) E H, X K, (5.5) 
(y) Mfb < M$ - 1 for every pair (a, b) E H, x K,, 
H, x K,, r = a, /3, y defined in Table 3, column 3, i.e., the obstruction indices 
of g. Therefore the pairs (a, b) E oh(g) are regarded as an obstruction to 
get 
B<Q?A=C<A. i 
The statements of Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.3 have been proved in 
[2] for the representations of the Dynkin diagram A,,, arbitrarily oriented. 
We will need here this results. 
Let Q,- I = (II,,- 1, eq.) be the quiver obtained from Q, = (O,, eq.) 
erasing the last vertex m. To any representation 
A= A,,...,A,-z,A,,-, 
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of Q, corresponds the representation 
of Q,+, . In particular to the indecomposable representation E,,, p < q < 
m - 1, p = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1, or to Fp4, 0 < p < q < m - 1, corresponds the 
indecomposable representation E,, or F,, of Q,,- i ; to the indecomposable 
E pm’ p= 1, z..., m - 1, of Q, corresponds the indecomposable E, m-, of 
Q,,-, ; to the indecomposable FP,, p E [0, m - 11, of Q, corresponds the 
indecomposable F,, mu, if p < m - 1: corresponds the pair of factors 
E 1m-10E2m-,ifp=m-1. 
Let A be any representation of Q, and A’ the corresponding one in Q, ~, . 
We use their decomposition into indecomposable factors: 
Sthen for the rank parameters and for the multiplicities we have the 
following relations: 
(5.6) 
Let A,B E L,(D,, eq.) such that B <A, and let A’, B’ be the 
corresponding representations in Q,,-, . From (5.6) it follows that 
Assume we know that E,, (resp. F,,) is a factor in A’, i.e., efS’ > 0 (resp. 
f;“,’ > 0), then to the factor E,, (resp. F,,) in A’ we can associate a factor in 
A (not necessarily the same factor and not necessarily unique), and we call 
such a factor in A “a lifting of E,, (resp. F,,) from A’ to A.” To do this we 
use the relations (5.7): 
-If e:$’ > 0, s < m - 1, then e;S > 0, i.e., E,, is a factor in A, and the 
lifting of E,, from A’ to A is E,,. 
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-If efLP1 >O, r>3, then e:mP,+e:,,, > 0 and at least one of the two 
multiplicities is positive, it follows that at least one of the indecomposable 
E r ,,-i, E, m is a factor in A. In this case a lifting of E, m-I from A’ to A is 
either E,,,-, if ef,-, > 0, or E,, if e:, > 0. 
-If et;-, > 0, r = 1,2, then at least one of the indecomposable E, ,,, 1, 
E ,Fr?-1 m is a factor in A, and a lifting of E, ,,-, from A’ to A is any one 
ofr tmhe previous factors of A. 
-IfftS’ > 0, r < s < m - 1, then F,, is the lifting from A’ to A of the same 
indecomposable. 
-If f;” k- i > 0 then at least one of the indecomposables F, mu I, F,. m is a 
factor in A and a lifting of F, m-1 from A’ to A is any one of the previous 
factors in A. 
Assume now that we can perform on A’ a degeneration C?:‘, i.e., 
A’ = A’ GM’, A’ one of the representations listed in column 1 of Table 3 
(cf. Section 4, where we read Table 3 for the representations of Q, _ ,). If we 
lift all the factors of A’ from A’ we get a representation A of Q, (not 
necessarily unique!) such that A = A @M and it is easy to check that A is 
again one of the representations listed in Table 3, column 1. It follows that 
we can perform on A a degeneration 4ir (not necessarily unique, and not 
necessarily of the same type of g’). We call such a @“a lifting of the 
degeneration 8’ from A’ to A.” 
EXAMPLE. LetA=F,_,,+E,,+E,,~,+E,, 
then we have 
A’=E 2m-1+3Elm-l+Euc 
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Assume we perform on A ’ a degeneration 5’ ’ of type II, i.e., A ’ = A’ @ M’, 
A’=E,,,-,OEuo, then the possible liftings of C/’ from A’ to A are: 
Type II Type II 
/ 
I/ 
u r 
Type V 
For the proof of Proposition 5.3, we will need the following: 
DEFINITION 5.8. Let A. B E L,(D,, eq.) such that B < A and A’, B’ the 
corresponding representations in Q,,_ i. Assume also that we can perform on 
A’ a degeneration 8’ and on A a degeneration Y*. Then we will say that 
ii * is “trivial will respect to G?‘” if: 
(1) B’ < Y’A’ <A’, 
(2) ob@‘*) c ob(2’). 
Note that if Y* is trivial with respect to G4’ then we have 
Sketch of the Proof of 5.3 
Let A, B E L, such that B < A, it follows that B’ <A’. The proof of 5.3 
will be done in two steps. 
Step 1. If B’ <A’ we proceed by induction on the number m of the 
vertices of the graph, and assume Proposition 5.3 for the pair A’, B’. The 
initial case is for m = 3, where the oriented graph is 
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i.e., a Dynkin diagram of type A, for I = 3 (cf. [2b]). Therefore by induction 
we know that there exists a degeneration a’ on A’ such that 
i.e., the inequalities (5.5) hold for A’ and B’ (which are representations of 
(4--ly es.> = Q,d 
The first assumption we must make is the following: 
(*I No degeneration g* (on A) is trivial with respect to .@‘. 
Otherwise the representation C we are looking for is trivially found, namely, 
C = GS *A (cf. Definition 5.8). 
We know that the degeneration g’ and A’ can be lifted to a degeneration 
g on A. As a consequence of (*) we only have to consider, for any a’ (of 
type I, II,..., XI), all the possible liftings L9 which are non-trivial (with 
respect to g’). For each such a pair S?J’, Q9, we compare oh(g) with 
OW’) = Ur=a,B,Y H, x K,. The fact that @ is non-trivial will imply that 
now obstruction indices arise and ob(GS) - ob(g’) = {(h, m): h E H, for 
some r, r=a,/3,y}. 
The second assumption we must make is the following: 
(**I At least one of the following equalities must hold for a pair 
(h, m) E ob(L9) - ob(G’). 
(1) Nf, = Ni,, hEH, 
(2) M;f, = M:,,,, hEH, or hEH, 
(3) M;;‘, = M;, + 1, h E Hy. 
Otherwise the representation C we are looking for is trivially found, namely, 
C=gA. 
The assumption (**) will allow us to deduce that it is not empty a set /i 
of factors of A, and choosing factors in /i in a suitable way, we will define a 
degeneration @ on A (cf. 7.1, 7.11,..., 7.X1) such that 
(0) B<@A<A. 
To prove this assertion we have to compare once more ob(a’) and oh(a) 
and prove the inequalities (5.5) only for the pairs (r, s) E oh(a) - ob(@‘), 
since for the pairs (r, s) E ob(L9’) we already know that (5.5) hold. 
The Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption B’ < A’. 
Step 2. We may now assume that B’ = A’; it follows that 
N:‘, = N$ forrE [O,m-l]U{1,2}, r<s<m 
Mfs = MBs forrE[3,m-11, r<s<m 
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and B <A implies that the strict inequality must hold for at least a rank 
parameter N,, or M,,. 
In this case we will determine directly a representation C = @‘A satisfying 
the required property. 
Both for steps 1 and 2 we will also assume 
(***I if e& > 0 (resp. f& > 0). then eX = 0 (resp. f;Q = 0). 
In fact it is clear that we may assume A and B such that they have no 
common indecomposable factors. 
To prove step 1 we will need some identities. We collect them in two 
lemmas in the following section. 
6. LEMMAS 
The identities of the following lemmas can be easily checked by direct 
computation, using the expressions (3.3). 
LEMMA 6.1. For any representation of Q, = (D,, eq.) we have the 
for10 wing identities: 
(1) Nhm-, - N,, = e,,.-, + e,,-, + e3m-, + ... t ehm-l t 
f,,-, +&,,-I + ... tf, 2m-l ffmm,,,,; hE IXm-21. 
(2) N,, t Nob - Mhm = e,rn + f,rn + fh+lm f "' + fmmlm: 
r = 1, 2, h E [ 3, rn - 11. 
(3) NT,,-, - N,,=e,,,., + .A,-, + firnil + ... + fm-z,-l; 
r= 1,2. 
(4) No,-NIm=e2,. 
c5) Mhntpl - Mhni = for,-1 + .&m-I + "' + fh-lm-,; 
h E 13, m - I], where, if h = m - 1, we substitute M, ,,,+, with 
N I m-1 -tN2 m-l’ 
(61 N, m  -N2,,,=e,,,-e2,. 
LEMMA 6.2. For any representation of Q, = (D,, eq.) we have the 
following identities: 
(1) Nrs=N,mfNhs-Nhm- l(er+ls f... te,+l,-,)f ... + 
(eh s + +.e + e,, m-1>]; r < h < s < m. 
(2) N2,=NZmtNhs-Nhm-[(e,,t...+e,,_,)t(e,,t...t 
e3 m-1) + ... t (eh s t .e. t eh ,-J t (f, s+1 + ..+ t f, ,) + ... + 
I”--;--’ + fmm2 ,) t f,-, ,,,I; O< h < s < m, where ifh = 0 we mean that 
e3 s ..= t e3 m--l) -t +e. t (eh S + .‘. + eh ,,-,) does not appear. 
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(3) M,,=Nhr+Nl,+NZm-Nhm- [(e,,+...+e,,~,)+(e,, 
+ ... + ejm-J + ... + (ehr + a.. + ehmel) + (f,, + .a. +f,,) + .a. + 
(f,~,,_,+fm-2m)+fm-,m];h<r~~~m,whereifs=mwemeanthat 
(e,, + .a- + e, ,,-,) does not appear. 
(4) N,,=N,,+M,,-M,,-[(e,,+...+e,,-,)+...+(e,, 
+ . ..+e.,_,)+(fhm+...+fs-lm)];r<h<s<m. 
(5) M,,=M,,+N,,-N,,-[(e,,+...+e,,~,)+(e,,+..’ 
+e,,-,)+(e,,+..~+e,,-,)+~..+(e,,+...+e,,-,)+(f,,+~~. 
+ f,,-I) + *.. + U-l s + *.. + fs-I m-J + Gf,,,, + *.. + 2.s m--l + 
f, ,I + **. + f,_, ,I; r < s < m, h <s < m. 
(6) M,, = M,, + M,, - M,, - [(fr, + ... + f,,-,> + ... + 
U-l s + ~~~+f,~,,~,)J;r<h<s<m,whereifh=swesubstituteM,, 
with N,,+N,,. 
(7) M,,=M,,+N,,+N,,-M,,-[(e,,+...+e,,~,)+(f,, 
+ **. + fr,-1) + ... + (f&l h + ... + fhwl ,,-,)I; r < s < h < m. 
(8) M,,=M,,+N,,-NT,,,- [(e,,+‘..+e,,-,>+(frs+... 
+ frm-J + ... + fm-* ,-,I; r= 1,2. 
(9) N2s=N2h+Msm-Mhm-[(e,,+...+e,,~,)+(f,,+,+ 
... + f, m-1) + ..a + (fh-,h + ..a + fh-,,,-,)I; s < h cm. 
(10) N,, = M,, - N, ,,, - [(e, s + ... + elm-,) + (fist1 + *.. + 
fs m-1) + *'* + fm-2mpll; s Cm. 
Note that the identities of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 are not independent; we 
have written them explicitly only for the convenience of the reader to make 
the proof of 5.3 easier. 
Note also that together with each one of the identities where there appears 
an index 1 or 2, we also have the corresponding identity transformed via the 
permutation 0 = (1,2). 
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3, STEP 1 
We are assuming here that B < A, B’ < A’, and there exists a degeneration 
9’ such that B’ < a”A’ c A’. Moreover we are assuming (of Section 5, 
sketch of the proof, step 1): (*) No degeneration C9* on A is trivial with 
respect to g’; (**) (this second assumption will be given explicitly case by 
case); and (***) A and B have no common factors. 
It follows that we have to consider, separately, the cases when %J’ is of 
type I, II,..., XI (cf. Section 4, Table 3). For each c?B’ we have to consider all 
the possible liftings @ which are non-trivial with respect to g’, and realize 
the program indicated in the sketch of the proof. In the subsections 7.1, 
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7.11,..., 7.X1, we will consider only the pair &9’, B such that g is non-trivial 
(with respect to g’) and we will try to follow the same line of the proof for 
all the different cases. Unfortunately, as the reader will easily see, the details 
are not always the same. 
7.1. The Degenerations P’ of Type I 
It is easy to see that if ~2’ is of type I, the only case where we have a non- 
trivial lifting %: is the one listed in Table I for (2 ‘, P): 
Using Table 3, column 3, of Section 4, for the representations of Q,- , and 
Q we have listed the pairs (a, 6) E ob(0’) and the pairs 
(h:;c) E oh(V) - ob(S’). 
The assumption B’ < $2 ‘A ’ < A ’ implies that Ni b > Nzb for every 
(a, b) E ob(V’). and from (5.6) we get: 
N&>N::,, for every (a, b) E ob(P’) = H, X K, . 
The assumption (**) (cf. Section 5, sketch of the proof) is the following: 
(**I N;, = NE,,, for some h E H, . 
We choose an index h such that (**) holds. It follows that 
(0) KL-, -N;:,>N;,-,-N;,>O. 
We compute the left-hand side of (0) using the identity (1) of Lemma 6.1, 
and we get the strict inequality: 
(00) (e, +, fe, mp, + e3 m-, + ... + eh m--l +fo m-, +f3 m--l + ... 
+fm-, m-l +fm-, A4 > 0. 
It follows that at least one of the multiplicities of (00) for the represen- 
tation A is strictly positive. 
We define now the following sets of indecomposable factors of A: 
A, := (E,,, : ei,. > 0, p < x < u - l,LT + 1 < y < m - 1 } 
/i,:=(E,,:e~,,>0,3~x,<p-l,c+l~~~m-l} 
AZ := (E,, : f {, > 0,~ + 1 < x < m - 1, .Y < J < m } 
A3 := (E, ,(’ : ef,,. > 0, v + 1 < us < m - 1 } 
~,:=(E,,:e.~,>O,v+l~=~m-11) 
A, := (F,.,, : f:, > 0, v < y < m - 1 } 
A,:=(F~~,,:~~,>0,0~x~o-1,v<~~~m-1}. 
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Note that A, = 0, in fact if E,, E A, # 0 we can perform on A the 
degeneration 8” of type I on the factors E,, BE,,, and G?* is trivial with 
respect to GZ’ (cf. Definition 5.8), against (*). 
We set A = Uz=, A, and from (00) we deduce that A f 0. 
Next we choose in a suitable way factors in /i to define a degeneration g 
on A and we claim that: 
03 B@A<A. 
We collect the various a which can occur in Table I. In column 1 we 
define the G’s and draw, for convenience, the factors of A on which & 
operates and their type I, II,..., XI (cf. Section 4, Table 3). In column 2 we 
have computed the pairs (r, s) E ob(&) - ob(GZ’) and we have specified their 
type (a), UV (IJ). 
Explanation of Table I. We have labelled the a’s by 1, 2, 2’. 2”, 3, 4, 
and we mean that the label is an order of priority for the choice of 0, in the 
following sense. If A i # 0 we perform the degeneration 1. If A i = 0 and 
A, U A 3 U A, # 0 we perform 2, 2’, or 2” according to which of the 
conditions of column 1 is satisfied. If lJz= i /i, = 0 and A, # 0 we perform 
3 and if lJ3=, A, = 0 then necessarily Ah # 0 and we perform 4. If A, # 0 
wechooseE,,En,,withxmaximum.If/i,=0and/i,V/i,V/i,f0,we 
consider the following factors: F.Yp E A *, y maximum; E ,,,, E A 3, w 
maximum: E,, E A,, z maximum. 
Note that y (resp. ~1, z) are not defined if A, (resp. A,, A4) is empty, but 
at least one of these indices is defined. 
If one of the two sets A,, A, is empty, we may always assume that it is 
A, = 0. If A, # 0, r = 3,4, we may assume w < z. If A, # 0, r = 2,3,4 and 
JJ > w, or AZ # 0 and A, = 0, we perform the degeneration 2. If A, # 0, 
r=2,3.4 and y<w, or A,=0 and Aj#O, A,#0, we perform the 
degeneration 2’. If A, = A, = 0 and A, # 0 we perform the degeneration 2”. 
For the degeneration 3 we choose any F,,, E A,. For the degeneration 4 we 
choose Fxy E A 6, with x maximum. 
Proof of (0). We have to verify (5.5)(a), (,Q, (y) (cf. Remark 5.4) for all 
the pairs (I, s) E oh(g) - ob(&:‘), which are listed in column 2 of Table I. 
If (r, s) E oh(g) - on(P’) is of type (cr), and r # 2, we consider the 
identity (1) of Lemma 6.2. We claim that its contribution in brackets is zero 
where evaluated at the representation A, i.e., 
for all the @s. 
In fact (000) holds in 1: as A, = 0 and x is maximum; in 2, 2’. 2”, 4: as 
A,UA,=0. 
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We use the same identity (1) of Lemma 6.2 for both the representations A 
and B and we get 
Nfs= {N,,fN,,-N,,[-]JA > {N,,+N,,-N,,- [.q=N;s 
as a consequence of (**), (ooo), and the inequalities.: 
-Yt,, > N;,i, (B <A); Nk > Nfs ((h, s) E ob@“)). 
If (2, s) E ob(8) - on(ST’) (of type (a)), we consider the identity (2) of 
Lemma 6.2. Its contribution in brackets is zero when evaluated ay A, in fact 
it is the sum of the following contributions: (e,, + .a+ e, ,,-i)” = 0 for 2’ as 
either A, = 0 or s > w and w is maximum; for 2”, 3, 4 as A 3 = 0; 
((elr+ “’ + e3 “,fl) + “’ + (eh,. + “’ + eh ,,-1))” = 0 for 2’, 3, 4 as 
/lou/ll=O; ((fhs+~+“‘+fhm)+“‘+fm~~m)A=O for 2’, 2” as 
A,=0 or s> w> ~1, and y is maximum; for 3,4 as A,=0 If (1,s)E 
ob(@) - ob(0’) (in this case & is 4) we reproduce the same argument using 
the permutation u = (1, 2). It follows: 
(000) [...I” = 0. 
We use the same identity for both the representations A and B and we get: 
N:,= (N,,+Nh,+Nhm- [-I}” > (N,,+Nhs+Nhm- [-]}“=N;,, 
as a consequence of (**). (ooo), and the inequalities: 
N;1, > Nt,, (B <A); N;ls > Nis ((h, s) E ob(Q’)). 
Similarly Ni, > NiS and (5.5)(a) is proved. 
If (r, s) E ob(@) - ob(g’) is of type ($I) and (r,s) @ [x + 1, U] X 
[u + 1, yj, we use the identity (3) of Lemma (6.2). Its contribution [vs.] is 
zero when evaluated at A. In fact [. e .I” is the sum of the following 
contributions: (e,, + ... + e, mP1jA = 0 in 2 as y > w and w is max; in 2’ as 
w is max; in 2”, 3, 4 as A3 =0; ((ez,+ ... +e, mP,) + ... + 
(ehr + ’ ‘. + eh “, - l))A = 0 as A,UA, =0; ((f,,+ ... +f,,> + ... + 
f,- 1 m)A = 0 in 2 as y is max; in 2’ as w > y, y max; in 2”, 3, 4 as A z = 0. 
If follows that for the identity (3) of Lemma 6.2 
(-> [...]A =o. 
We use the same identity for the representations A, B. We get: 
M:: = {Nhr-Nhm + N,, + Nz,,, - [...I}” 
> (Nhr-Nhm+Nls+Nzm- [***]}“=M;, 
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as a consequence of (**), (OOO), and the inequalities: 
N:, > NT, 3 N:, > %,, (B <A); N;r > NE, ((h, r) E ob(%“)). 
If (r, s) is of type @) and r E [x + 1, v], s E [u + 1, -J] (degeneration 4) we 
consider the identity (5) of Lemma 6.2. Its brackets is zero where evaluated 
at A, i.e., 
(oocJ> I...]” 
holds for the identity (5), as a consequence of the fact that this type of index 
only occurs for the degeneration 4, and (J: =O A, = 0. We use the same 
identity for the representations A, B and we get Mfs > MF: as a consequence 
of (**), (OOO), and the inequalities: 
(B <A); Nit, > Nf, ((h, s) E ob(0’)). 
Equation (5.5)@) is now proved. 
If (r, s) E ob(@) - ob(0’) is of type (y) (degeneration 4). we use the 
identity (3) of Lemma 6.2, and we have for its brackets: 
(00-J) [...]A=0 
as a consequence of the fact that this type of index only occurs for the 
degeneration 4 and U:=, A, = 0. 
We use the same identity for the representations A, B and we get Mts > 
M& + 1, as a consequence of (**), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
N;1, > NT, ((1, s) E ,,o,;, (@I - Wg’)); %,, > N;,,, 
(B <A); Nf, > N;, ((h, s) E ob(C9’)). 
Step 1 of Proposition 5.3 is now proved for the degenerations G’ of type I. 
Before proceeding with the other possible types for Q’, we want to point 
out the ingredients we used for g’ of type I, and what is common or varies 
for all the other cases. 
The assumptions (*) and (***) are common to all the types. 
The assumption (**) does depend on the pair (g’, g) and we will specify 
it case by case, therefore we will have several inequalities (o), but in any 
case we will deduce a strict inequality (00) using a suitable identity of 
Lemma 6.1. 
Next we will define a suitable set .4 of factors of A and we will use (00) to 
claim that A # 0. 
601/52/2-3 
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We will use the set A to define some degenerations G, collected in tables, 
and the claim will always be 
(0) B@A<A. 
We will explain the tables, if necessary, and we will prove (O), i.e., 
(5.5)(a), (/3), (y), for all the pairs (r, s) E ob(@) - ob(g’). 
To do this we will always consider a suitable identity of Lemma 6.2 and 
consider its bracket contribution (cf. Lemma 6.2) evaluated at the represen- 
tation A. We will prove that 
(000) [...I” =o. 
Then we will consider the same identity for both the representations A and 
B to deduce the inequalities of (5.5). 
From now on we will try to be as short as possible, but in such a way that 
our argument still is understandable. 
7.11. The Degenerations 62” of Tvpe II 
We first consider the pairs (G”, 9’); see Table II, for (P’, 9). The 
assumption (**) is: 
(**) Mf, = Iv;, for some h E H,. 
We choose an index h such that (**) holds, and we have: 
(0) IN,, + No, - MhmY > IN,, + No, - wmlB~ 5= 1,2 
as a consequence of (0) and of the inequalities 
N:‘,,, > N:,,, 1 r=1,2 as A>B 
N:,, > A$,, as OEH,, hEK,. 
From the identity (2) of Lemma 6.1 and (0) we deduce 
(00) km +fh +fh+l m + ... +fm-l ,I” > 0, 5= 1,2. 
We define the following sets of indecomposable factors of A: 
II,=(E,,:e:,>0,3~x~u-l,v+l~y~m-1) 
A,=(F,,:f(,,>O,h<w<m-l} 
A,=(E,,OE,,:e:,>O,e:,>O} 
and we set A = lJ=, A,. From (00) it follows that A # 0. (See Table II, for 
cc?.) 
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Explanation of Table II,. If A z (or A ,) is empty but A i U/i, # 0, then w 
is not defined (resp. .v), we mean that we perform the degeneration C? 
labelled by 1 (resp. 1’). 
If A 1 # 0 and A 2 # 0 and y < w we must also have q < y < w. otherwise 
$ is trivial with respect to g’, and this is the case we perform 1; similarly if 
J > w we must also have M’ > q and we perform 1’. 
Proof of (Cl). We only have to verify (5.5)(a). We consider the identity 
(4) of Lemma 6.2, and its contribution in brackets is zero when evaluated at 
A, i.e., (000) holds. 
In fact [ ... 1” is the sum of the following contributions: 
((ejh + ..- + e3 ,-,> + ... + (erh + ... + e, s- ,))A = 0 for 1 as J’ is minimum; 
for 1’ as J is minimum and w<y or /1,=0; for 2 as A,=0. 
(fhm+...+fs~lm)A=Ofor 1 aswisminimumandy<w(orA,=0);for 
1’ as w is minimum; for 2 as A z = 0. From the identity (4) of Lemma 6.2 
applied to A and B we deduce (5.5)((r), as in this case we have the 
assumption (**), (000) and 
Nnl 2 Mfm (B(A); N;,,>N;h ((Y. h) E ob(V’)). 
Note that if q = m - 1, the previous discussion is simplified. In fact is this 
case the degenerations g 1 and 1’ are trivial and we only have the 
possibility 2. 
The other pairs (G’, @), 9 ’ of type II we still have to consider are 
defined in Table II, for (G?‘, CY). Our assumption (**) is now that one of the 
following equalities holds for at least an index h: 
(i) Mi, = ML, h E H, 
(**I (ii) N;f,,, = Nf,, hEH, h#2 
(iii) N;4, = N;, , h=2EH,. 
If the assumption (**) is 
(9 Iv;, = A4im for some h E H, 
we reproduce the same argument as for Q acting on the factors 
E Zt7-lOEtW~ and we use the same set A and Table II,. Therefore 
Proposition 5.3 is proved under the assumption (**)(i). 
It follows that we may assume 
and (**) is 
(ii) 
M$, > lk$, for every h’ E H, 
N;, = N;, forsomehEH,, h#2. 
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We choose an index h such that (**)(ii) holds and we have 
as a consequence of (**) and the inequality IV; mu, > Ni m-, as h E H, , 
m- 1 EK,. 
From the identity (1) of Lemma 6.1, applied to the representation A and 
from (0) we deduce: 
[(e,,-,+e,,~,+e,,-,+...+e,,~,) 
+ (fo m-l +.A m-1 + ... i-f,-, m-, +A-, m>l” > 0. 
We define the following sets of indecomposable factors of A. 
AlI = iE.x, : e& > 0,3 < x < h, v + 1 < y < m - 1 } 
~,=(F,.,:f;f,>O,r!+l~y~m-1) 
A, = (E,,: e:, >0,v+1~y~m-1) 
~,=(F,,:fA,,>0,U+1~<X~m-l,x<~~~m} 
/1,={E,,,:e.:,>O,z,+1~4,~m-l} 
/i,=(F,,:fA,,>0,0~~~~-1,~+1~y~m-1}. 
Note that A,, = 0, otherwise we can perform on A the degeneration C9 * of 
type I to the factors E,, @ E,,., which is trivial with respect to 8’, against 
(*)* 
Similarly A, = 0, otherwise we can perform the degeneration ir*: 
F,., H E,, BE,, (type IX), which is trivial. 
we set A = (-)=,A, and from (00) it follows that A # 0. (See Table II, 
for G assumption (**)(ii).) 
Proof of (El). For the pair of indices (r, s) of type (/I) with s = m (0) 
trivially holds as we are assuming 
and rE H,. 
M;:c, > Mfc, for every h’ E H, 
Therefore we have to prove (Cl) only for the remaining pairs of the 
degeneration 3 and 4. 
For the pairs (r, s) of type (a) we consider the identity (2) of Lemma 6.2, 
transformed via the permutation u = (1, 2). Its contribution in brackets is 
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REPRESENTATIONS OF A QUIVER OF TYPE D, 119 
zero when evaluated at the representation A, i.e., (000) holds. In fact we 
have: 
((e,, + .a. + e, m-,>>” = 0 as A2 f 0; 
((e3s+...e3m-,)+...+(ehs+...+ehm-,))i’=Oas/1,=0: 
((f,,+,+~~*+f,,-,>+~~’ +f,-? m-, +f,-, ,)‘” = 0 as A, = 0. 
Therefore we have 
(000) I...]” =o. 
Using the same identity for both the representations A and B we get 
NY, > NT, as a consequence of (**)(ii) and of the inequalities: 
N;, > NY,,, (B <A); N;, > N;, ((h, s) E ob(Q’)). 
For the pairs (Y, s) of type (J?), with r E [x + 1, u], s E [u + 1, y], we use the 
identity (5) of Lemma 6.2. Its contribution in brackets is zero when 
evaluated at A, i.e., (000) h o Id s, as it is the sum of the following terms: 
(e,,+...+e,,~,).“=Oasil,=0; 
(e,,+...+e,,~,)“=Oas/i,=0; 
((e3s+...+e3m-,)+..~+(ers+...+erm-,))A=Oas(10=0; 
((f,,+,+...+f,,~,)+...+(f,.~,,.+...+~.~,,-,)).”=O as.vis 
maximum: 
CL r+, + .** +f,.,-,)“=Oas/i,=0: 
(...+(X,+,+*..+f,,)+ ... +f,-, ,>” = 0 as /1, = 0. 
We use the identity (5) for both the representations A and B and we get 
M:S > MfS, as a consequence of ( ooo), (**)(ii), and the inequalities: 
((A, s) E H, x K, c ob(P’)). 
For the pairs (r, s) of type (y) we use the same identity (5). Again (000) 
holds, this time only because U:=,4, = 0. Using the identity (5) both for A 
and B we get 
M;s>M;s+l 
as a consequence of (ooo), (**)(ii), and the following inequalities: 
Mtrl > wm ((*)(i) has been proved); 
Nf, > Nis ((h, s) E Ha x K, c ob(Y’)). 
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REPRESENTATIONS OF A QUIVER OF TYPE D, 121 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption (*e)(i) and (ii). 
Therefore we may assume 
h& > AI;!, (h’ E H,); N;s, > N;,, (h’EH,,h’#2) 
and we must assume (**) of the form: 
(iii) N&, = N;, 
We have 
(0) N;, - N;, > N:, - N;, 
as a consequence of (**)(iii) and the fact that 0 E H, . From the identity (4) 
of Lemma 6.1 (transformed with the permutation u = (1, 2)) and from (o)we 
deduce: 
(00) e.‘l -0 Irn - 
and C? is defined in Table II, assumption (**)(iii). 
(Cl) is trivially proved, as Y E H,, r # 2. 
7.111. The Degenerations Y’ of Qpe III 
We first consider the pairs (‘I”, ’ I’) defined in Table III,. The assumption 
( :j: :j: ) is : 
(:!::I:) Mm = MB 
hm for some h E Hi. 
We claim that we can reproduce the same argument of 7.11 (q < m - 1). In 
fact the obstruction indices of 9’ in 7.11 are a subset of the obstruction 
indices here: moreover the degenerations C? of Table II, never use the factor 
EZq. 
The remaining pairs /I‘ ‘, ‘I’ we have to consider are defined in Table III1 
for (V’, 5”). The assumption (**) is now that one of the following equalities 
holds for at least an index h: 
(**I 
(i) M;1, = Mt,, hEH, 
(ii) M.jm = Mf, + 1. h E H, 
(iii) Mf, = Mf, , h E H, 
(iv) N&, = Ni,, hEH,, hf 1,2 
(v> N:, = N:, r= 1,2. 
If the assumption (**) is (i) for some h E H,, we reproduce the same 
argument as for the pairs (V’, G’) with q < m - 1. and Proposition 5.3 is 
proved under such assumption, 
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REPRESENTATIONS OF A QUIVER OF TYPE D, 123 
Therefore we may assume A4ism > IV:,,,, for every h’ E H, and (**)(ii): 
M;,=M;,+ 1 for some h E H,. 
We choose an index h such that (**)(ii) holds. We have: 
(0) ML-I -M;, >M;,+, -M;,. 
In fact if h<m-1, (h,m-l)EH,XK,cob(V’), i.e., Mj,,_,> 
xm-, +l:ifh=m-1 wehaveN:,,-, >N~,~,,t=1,2,as(r,m-1)E 
H, X K,. From the identity (5) of Lemma 6.1 we deduce: 
(00) Ifom-,+f3m-, + ..‘+&-I ,-J >o. 
We define the following sets of indecomposable factors of A 
II,=(~;2,:f~,>O,v+l~~~m-1} 
A, = (E,,.: ef,,. >O,v+l~w~m-l} 
A, = (E,,.: e;4, > 0, u + 1 < MI < m - 1) 
n,=(F,,:f~,>O,p~x~u-1,v+1~y~m-1) 
/i,=(F,,:f~,>O.tl+l~x~m-l,x<y~m} 
A,= (F,,:f$>O,O<x<p- 1-v t 1 <.v<m- 1). 
Note that A,, = 0, otherwise we could perform a degeneration G * of type 
IX on f,, E A, , against (*). 
We set A = us=, A, and from (00) we have .4 # 0. (See Table III, for G 
assumption (**)(ii).) 
Proof of (0). For (I, s) E ob(&) - ob(4r’) and s = m, (Cl) holds as a 
consequence of the fact that r E H, and Mi, > Mi,,, for every h E H,. For 
the remaining pairs (Y. s), i.e., r E [x + 1, p], s E [u + 1, y] (degeneration 4), 
we may have s > h or s < h. If s > h, we consider the identity (6) of 
Lemma 6.2. (000) holds as x is maximum and A,,UA, n/l, = 0, and 
(5.5)(p) follows (**)(ii), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
M;m > M;,,, (B <A); M;,>M:,+ 1 ((h. s) E H, x K, c ob(C’ ‘)); 
(or N:,, > Nt.,, r = 1, 2, s = h). 
Is s < h we consider the identity (7) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds as A, = 0, x 
is maximum, and A, VA, UA, = 0, and (5.5)@) follows now from (**)(ii), 
(ooo), and the inequalities: 
Mh,, > M;,,, (B <A); N:,, > N% (h E K,); N:, > NY, (s E K,). 
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Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption (**)(ii). Therefore we 
may assume that IV;;‘,,,, > Mi,, + 1 for every h’ E H, and (**)(iii): 
M” =MR 
hm hm for some h E H,. 
We choose an index h such that (**)(iii) holds. It follows that we have the 
inequality (0) and (00) as for the assumption (**)(ii). This time we set 
A =,4,uA, and from (00) we deduce that A =a. (See Table III1 for ir’ 
assumption (**)(iii).) 
Proof of (Cl). If (r, s) E oh(G) - ob(9”) and s = m, (0) holds as a 
consequence of the fact that r E H,. For the remaining pairs (I, s) (cf. 
degeneration 2). we consider the identity (6) of Lemma 6.2 (000) holds as a 
consequence of the fact that x is maximum and A, = 0. (S.S)(,fI) follows now 
from (*+)(iii), (000). and the inequalities 
M:‘, > M:,n (B <A); Mis > M;, ((h, s) E ob(Y’)). 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved also under the assumption (**)(iii), 
therefore we may assume 
M;:,, > Mf,, for every h’ E H,, Ml,, > M;,, + 1 for every h’ E H, 
and the assumption (a*) is: 
(iv) N;,,, = N;, forsome hEH,, h# 1,2. 
We choose an index h such that (**)(iv) hols. We have: 
(0) N;,-,-N’;,> N::,-,-IV::,,, 
and from the identity (1) of Lemma 6. I we deduce: 
(00) 
le, m-1 fez,,-, + . ..+eh.,-,+J;,,,,-,+..~tf,,~zm~,+f,~,,I’>O. 
We consider the same sets A,, r = O,..., 5, introduced before (cf. assumption 
(*r)(ii)), and the set 
A, = (E,,: et, > 0, 3 < x < u - 1, v t 1 < JJ < m - 1). 
We have A, =,4, = 0, otherwise we go against (*), we set A = Ul=, A,, 
and from (00) it follows that A # 0. 
If we compare the set A relative to the assumption (**)(ii) and the one 
relative to the actual discussion, we see that the sets are the same, therefore 
Table III, for &, assumption (*W)(iv), is the same as the one for the 
assumption (**)(ii). The proof of (Cl) is also the same, with the only 
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REPRESENTATIONS OF A QUIVER OF TYPE D, 127 
difference that when we consider the pairs (r, s) E ob(@) - ob(GS’) such that 
s # m we also have s > h and we have to reproduce only part of the proof. 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved also for (**)(iv), therefore we may assume: 
M;;‘,, > Mfs,, for every h’ E H,; Mf,,,, > Mf,,,, + 1 for every h’ E H,; 
N$, > N;s,, h’ f 1, 2, and (**) is: 
(v) N;, = N;, . 
We have 
(0) NL-1 -N;,> N;,,-, -N;,>O 
and from the identity (3) of Lemma 6.1 we deduce 
(-> le* m--l +fo m-1 + ..* ffm-* m-11” > 0. 
We use the set /i,, r = 0, l,..., 5, already introduced, again A, = 0; we set 
/1 = Ul=, A, and /i # 0. The argument is now the same as the one for the 
assumption (**)(iv). Proposition 5.3 is now completely proved for a 
degeneration @’ of type III. 
7.IV. The Degenerations P’ of Type IV 
We consider first of all the 2’ of type IV operating on F, m-, @ E,,. 
p < v < m - 2, such that B’ < 2J’A’ <A’, and by inductive assumption at 
least one exists. Among them we choose one with v maximum. 
Therefore we consider the following pair Q’, C?’ of Table IV: 
The assumption (**) now is that one of the following equalities holds for at 
least an index h: 
1 (i) I’G~~=M~,,,, hEH, 
1 (ii) N:, = Nt, . 
If the assumption (**) is: 
6) M;, = Mff, for some h E H,, 
we choose an h minimum, such that (i) holds. 
We have: 
NIT-l- Mi;lm>M;m-l-M;,>O 
as a consequence of (**)(i), and the inequality Mi m-, > Mi m _, if h < 
m- 1, or IV~,,~~ >N!,,-, and Ni:,-,>Ny,,-, if h=m- 1. From the 
identity (5) of Lemma 6.1 and (0) we deduce 
607/52/2-4 
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We define the following sets: 
Notethatn,=0.InfactifE,,E/1,,v+l~y,<m-2,wecanperform 
the degeneration G’ of type IV on the factors F,,,+, 0 El?, and from the 
list of the obstruction indices it follows that B’ < CY ‘A ’ < A ‘, a contradiction 
to the choice of the index ~1. 
We set ,4 =A, U/i, and from (00) we deduce that A # 0. (See Table IV 
for 0 assumption (**)(i).) 
Explanation of Table IV. We only note that if A i = 0 and A, # 0 then 
x ?$ L’ by definition. If x < L‘, then we must also have x < p, otherwise C? is 
trivial with respect to G”, against (*). 
Proof of (0). If (Y, s) E oh(g) - ob(Y’) and s = m (degeneration 1 and 
2’). we have 
M;m > Mfm as r < h and h is minimum. 
If (r, s) E oh(G) - on(U’) and s # m (degeneration 2), we may have s > h 
or s < h. If s > h we consider the identity (6) of Lemma 6.2. The 
contribution in brackets is zero, when evaluated at A, as x is maximum. 
Therefore (000) holds and from the identity (6) applied to A and B we get 
Mts > MFs, as a consequence of the assumption (**)(i), and the inequalities: 
~~~ z MFtn (B < A); M;;1, > M;, ((h, s) E ob(Y’)). 
If s < h we consider the identity (7) transformed via the permutation 
CJ = (1,2) of Lemma 6.2. We have (000) as a consequence of A,, =A, = 0. 
and the fact that x is maximum. We deduce, as usual, (0) from the identity 7 
and the inequalities: 
M;,,, Z M;,j, (B(A); N:,>N$, (B(A), N:,>N:, (sEK,). 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption (**)(i). 
It follows that we may assume 
M$, > M&, for every h’ E H, 
and (**) is now 
(ii) N;, = N;, . 
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We have 
%m-I -N&,,>N;,,-,-N;,>O 
and from the identity (3) of Lemma 6.1 we deduce: 
We consider the sets: 
A, = (E,,: e$ >O,u+1<~<~-2} 
A4=(F,,:f~,>0,0~x~m-2,v+1~y~m-1}. 
We set A =,43UA4, and (00) implies A #a. 
Note that Table IV, assumption (**)(ii), is essentially the same as 
Table IV assumption (**)(i), but the discussion must be repeated in this 
case, as we now have different assumptions, namely, (ii) instead of (i). In 
particular for the pairs (r, m) E oh(a) - ob(Q’), s # m we consider the 
identity (8) of Lemma 6.2 (000) holds as Ai, = pI and x is maximum. 
Therefore we deduce M:‘, > M&, as a consequence of (00)’ (ooo), and the 
inequalities: 
M;,i, > Mf’,,, (B <A); N:, > Nt, ((2, s) E ob(C?‘)). 
Proposition 5.3 is now completely proved for a degeneration Y’ of 
type IV. 
I.V. The Degenerations @’ of Type V 
We only have to consider the pairs Y’, 9 of Table V. 
The assumption (**) is: 
(**I M;,=M;, for some h E H,. 
We claim that we can reproduce here the same argument of 7.11 for the 
case q < m - 1. In fact the degenerations a’ defined in Table II, never use 
the indecomposable E,, (for which we don’t know a priori here if e;4, > 0 or 
e$ = 0); moreover the proof of (0) for Table II, never uses the pairs (2, b) E 
ob(a’), b E [v + 1, q]. 
l.VIl The Degenerations 99’ of Type VI 
We only have to consider the pairs a’, a of Table VI. 
The assumption (**) is: 
(**I M$,, = M;, for some h E H,. 
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We choose such an index h and we have: 
as a consequence of (**) and the fact that (h, m - 1) E ob(V’). 
From the identity (5) of Lemma 6.1 and (0) we deduce: 
(00) Cfo m-1 + ... Sfh-, m-,)A > 0. 
We set /i={F,,:f&,>O, O<x<h-1, rl+l<y<m-l} and (00) 
says that ,4 # 0. (See Table VI for g.) 
Explanation of Table VI. We only note that all the factors F,, E /i must 
be such that x < p, otherwise the degeneration g is trivial with respect to 
V:‘, against (*). 
Proof of (El). For any (r, s) E oh(g) - ob(P’) we consider the identity 
(6) of Lemma 6.2; (000) holds as x is maximum. 
As usual we deduce (0) from (**), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
(B <A); wt.% > ML ((h. s) E ob(G’ ‘)). 
7.VII. The Degenerations 2’ of rvpe VII 
We only have to consider the pairs ii”, 2 of Table VII, 
The assumption (**) is: 
(**I M;,,, = M;, for some h E H,. 
We choose such an h and we have: 
(0) WA?-, -M’j,>M;,-,-M;,,,>O 
as a consequence of (**) and the fact that (h, m - 1) E ob(9”). 
From the identity (5) of Lemma 6.1 and (0) we deduce 
(OcJ) (fo ??--I + **. +fh-1 ,-,Y > 0. 
We consider the following set: 
which is non-empty, as a consequence of (00). We choose F,, E 0 with the 
property that x is maximum. Note that x < p, otherwise we could perform 
the degeneration Y* of type VII on the factors E,, @ E,[,, which is trivial. 
against (*). 
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Next we consider the set 
A,={E,,,:x<w<h-1) 
and we set: 
A =A, n (F,,}. 
Clearly A # 0. For k? see Table VII. 
Explanation of Table VII. Note that if A, # 0 and w is maximum, then 
w < h - 1 < U, but we may have w < p or w > p. If w < p in column 2 we 
do not have the pairs (1, s), s E [w + 1, p]. 
Proof of (Cl). If (1, s) E oh(g) - ob(P’), we consider the identity (9) of 
Lemma 6.2 transformed via the permutation IS = (1,2). (000) holds, in fact: 
(ezS + . . . + e, h-1)” = 0 in 1 as w is maximum; in 2 as A i # 0; 
(us s+1+ *** +L m-1) + ***+(fh-,h+**’ ffh-l m-lNA =o 
in 1 as x is maximum and x < w; in 2 as x is maximum. 
We use the same identity for A and B and (5.5)(a) follows as a consequence 
of (**), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
(B < A); N:,, > N% (( 1, h) E ob(&‘)). 
If (r, s) E ob(&) - ob(Q’) is of type (J) and s > h we consider the identity 
(6) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, if fact: 
((f,,+ ... +fh-,$)+... +(f,,-, + ... +fh--lm-l))A =Oin 1 asxis 
maximum (x < w); in 2 as x is maximum. 
From the same identity we deduce (5.5)@), as a consequence of (**), (ooo), 
and the inequalities: 
If s < h we use the identity (7) (where we permute the indices 1, 2). (000) 
holds. in fact: 
(e,,+ ... +e,,p,)A =Oin 1 as w is maximum; in 2 as A, # 0; 
(f,, + .*a +frm-1 + *** +fh-l ,$ + *‘* +L, ,_1y =o 
in 1 as x is maximum (x < w); in 2 as x is maximum. 
(5.5)(J) is now a consequence of (**), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
M:‘, > Mf,,, (B < A); N;, 2 N;, (B < A); N:,, > NT/, ((1, h) E ob(a’)). 
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7.VIII. The Degenerations 8’ of Type VIII 
We consider first all the G” of type VIII operating on the factors 
F,,, @ Fp m-, (0 < u < p), such that B’ < ~J’A ’ < A ’ and by the inductive 
assumption at least one of them exists. We fix the index p and we choose the 
index u maximum possible, with respect to the condition 0 < u < p, therefore 
we have Table VIII for (%‘, 98). 
(**) Mf, = MB hm for some h E Hi, 
and we choose such as index h. 
The choice of the index u maximum implies that it is the following empty 
set: 
Moreover, not to go against the assumption (*), we also have that the 
following sets are empty: 
In fact if we have a factor F,,, of A, F,, E A i (resp. AZ) we could perform 
the degeneration L?* of type VI (resp. VIII) on the factors F,, @ FXy. which 
is trivial with respect to a’. 
We consider the following sets: 
/i,=(F,,:f:,>O,u+1~x~p-l,u+l~~~~m-1) 
A,={Fij:f$>O,u+l<i<j<p-1) 
A, = (E,,: ef, >O,u+l<w<h-1) 
A, = (E,, : c;~ > 0, u + 1 < z < h - 1). 
We set A = Uz=,A, U (F,,,} # 0. See Table VIII for G. 
Explanation of Table VIII. If A, # 0. r = 3,4, 5, 6, we choose F,, E A, 
with x maximum, F, E A, with j maximum, F,, E A, with w maximum, and 
E,; E A, with z maximum. Clearly if one of the previous sets is empty the 
corresponding integer is not defined. If A 5 # 0 and A, # 0 we may assume 
that z < w (otherwise we use the permutation c = (1, 2)), i.e., we substitute 
the factor E,, with Ezr, For the same reason we may also assume that if 
A,=@ also/i,=@. 
Ifj>max(x,w) (or if A3=0 andj>,w, or if As=0 and j>x, or if 
A, U A, = 0), we perform the degeneration 1. 
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Ifx>max(j,w)(orifA,=plandx>w,orifA,=0andx>j,orif 
A, U A, = 0), we perform the degeneration 1’. 
If w>max(x,j) (or if A3=0 and w>j, or if A,=0 and w>x, or if 
A, VA, = 0), we perform the degeneration 1”. 
If Uz=, A, = 0 we perform the degeneration 2. 
Proof of (0). If (r, S) E ob(&) - ob(Y’) is of type (a) (degenerations l’, 
I”, and 2) we consider the identity (9) of Lemma 6.2 (or the same identity 
transformed via the permutation o = ( 1.2) if r = 1). (000) holds. In fact if 
r= 2: 
(e,, + ... + e, h-l)A = 0 in 1’ as w is max (w < x < s); 
in l”aswismax;in2asA,=QI. 
If Y= 1: 
(e,, + ... + e, h-l)A = 0 in 1’ as z is max (z < w <x ( s). 
Moreover, 
((f, s+, + ... +f, m-1) + ... + (h-l h + ... +A-l ??-,)I4 =o 
in l’asjismax(j<x<s);AO=O;xismax;A,=O; 
in 1” asj is max (j< w < s); A, = 0; x is max (x < w < s); II, = 0, A, = 0; 
in 2 asA,UA,UA,UA,UA,=0. 
(5.3)((r) is now a consequence of the inequalities: 
#m a Mfm (B <A); N;,, > NY,, ((1, h) E ob(P’)). 
If (r,s)Eob(@)-ob(G”‘) is of type (j?) and rE [x+ 1,6], sE [u+ l,y] 
(degeneration I’), we consider the identity (6) of Lemma 6.2 (000) holds, in 
fact: 
I(f,,+~~~+fh-ls)+...+(frm-,+...+fh~1m-,)1~4=Oasxismaxand 
,4, = 0 and 5.3(/I) follows from ( OOO), from (**), and from the inequalities: 
(B < A); wfs > N, ((h, s) E ob(g’)). 
For all the remaining pairs (r, S) E ob(@) - ob(D’) of type (/I) we 
consider the identity (7) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,, + ... +e , h_l)A = 0 in 1 as w is max (w < j < s); in 1’ as w is max; 
(w < x < s); in 1” as w is max; in 2 as A, = 0; 
((f,, + ... +L,-l) + **. + (fh-1 h + ... S&l m-1>)‘4 =o 
607!52/2-5 
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in 1 asjismax;A,=O;xismax(x<j<s);A,=O,Ai=O; 
in l’asjis max (j<x<s);A,=0;xis max;A,=O,Az=O; 
in 1” as j is max (j < w < s); A, = 0; x is max (x < w < S); A, = 0, A, = 0; 
in 2 asAi,UA,UA,UA,UA,=O. 
We deduce (5.3)(p) from ( ooo), (**), and from the inequalities: 
wt?! > M&t (B <A); N:,, > NY,, ((2, h) E ob(Q ‘)). 
If (r, s) E oh(G) - ob(&‘) is of type (y) (degeneration 1’) and h > s (i.e., 
if (v,s)E [x+ 1, p- 1J X [x+&p], or if (V,s)E 1x+ l,pl X [P+ l,n] 
and h > s) we consider the identity (7) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,,+...+e,,-,)“=Oaswismax(w<x<s); 
((f,,+...+f,,-,)+...+(fh~,h+...+fh~,m-,)).4=0, as A,=0. -r is 
max,,4,=0, and ifx+ l<r<s<p,jis max (j<x<s). 
(5.3)(l)) now follows from the inequalities: 
M;4, > Mffm (B <A); N:t, > Nft, ((2, h) E ob(V’)); N:, > NY, 
(proved before as (1, s) E ob(&) - ob(g’) is of type (a)). 
If (r, s) E oh(G) - ob(Q’) is of type (y) and h < s we consider the identity 
(6) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, as A, = 0, x is max, A, =A, = 0. (5.3)(y) 
follows from the inequalities: 
ML7 z Mkl (B <A); M.;, > M& + 1 ((h, s) E ob(5”)). 
7.1X. The Degenerations ~2’ of Type IX 
We only have to consider the pairs (%‘, G) of Table IX. 
The assumption (**) is now that one of the following equalities holds for 
at least an index h: 
(**I 
1 
(i) M;1,=Mi,, hEH, 
(ii) Nf,=Ny,. 
If the assumption (**) is: 
(i) M;, = Mi, for some h E H, 
we choose such an index h. We have 
(0) Wi??-, -M;,>M::,-,-M:,>O 
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146 ABEASIS AND DEL FRA 
and from the identity (5) of Lemma 6.1 we deduce: 
(00) If,,-, +fi m-1 + ... +f/-l ??-lY > 0. 
We consider the sets: 
Note that A, = 0, otherwise we can perform S * of type IX on a factor 
FxY E A ,, , against (*). It follows that A i # 0, and we choose once for ever a 
factor E,, E A i, such that x is maximum. 
Next we define the following sets: 
A,={E,,:e&>O,x+l<z<m-22) 
A,={F,,:f;4,>0,xtl~v<w~p}. 
WesetA=(F,,)UA,UA,,andwehaveA#0.(SeeTableIX forg 
assumption (**)(i).) 
Proof of (III). If (1, s) E oh(a) - ob(C8:‘) we consider the identity (9) of 
Lemma 6.2 transformed via the permutation u = (1,2). (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,,t +..+e,,-,)A =0 in 1 asA,=0; in 2’ as z in max; 
((f,,,l t .a. tf, m-l) t ..+ t (fh-l h+ ... tfh-l m-,)).4 =O in 1 as 
A,=0,A,=0,xismax;in2’aswismax(x<z<s;w<z<stl);xis 
max and A, = 0. 
(5.5)(a) follows now from (e*)(i), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
Mfm > bum (B <A); N:,, > NY,, ((1, h) E ob(9’)). 
If (r, s) E ob(&) - ob(&‘) is of type (,8) and h < s, we consider the identity 
(6) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in fact: 
~~f,,t~~~tfh-ls~+~~~+~frm-*+~~~ffh-lrn-~~lA=~ 
in 1 as A, = 0, x is max and A, = 0; in 2 and 2’ as w is max, x is max and 
A, = 0. From the same identity we deduce (5.5)(/3), as a consequence of 
(**)(i), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
If (r, s) E oh(a) - ob(g’) is bf type (/I) and h > s, we consider the identity 
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(7) of Lemma 6.2 transformed via the permutation u = (1, 2). (000) holds, in 
fact: 
(e,,+..++e,,-,)A=O in 1 as A, = 0; in 2 and 2’ as z is max; 
((f,,+f,,-l)+...+(fh--lh+...+fh-,m-,))A=O, in 1 as A,=0, x is 
max and A, = 0; in 2 and 2’ as w is max, x is max and A, = 0. 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption (**)(i). Therefore we 
may assume: 
wLil> Mirl for every h E H, , 
and the assumption (**) is now: 
(ii) N;, = NT,,, . 
We have: 
~fm-I -N;,>N~,p,-NT,>0 
and from the identity (3) of Lemma 6.1 we deduce: 
(00) [e, m-, +fo m-, + ... +fmp2 ,-,1.4 > 0. 
We consider the sets A, and A, already defined and the set: 
A, = (E,,: ef, >O,p+l<y<m-I}. 
We set A = A i U A,, and, as we have proved that A,, = 0 from (oo), we 
deduce A # 0. (See Table IX for 6.) 
Proof of (0). If (2, s) E ob(&) - ob(@‘) type (a)), we consider the 
identity (10) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,,+..e+e ,m_,)A=O asA,=0; 
((fs s+, + ... +f, m-1) + . . . +fm--2,-,)).4 =0 asA,=0. 
If (r, s) E ob(@) - ob(B’) is of type (/I) and s = m, (El) holds, as r E H,. 
For the remaining pairs (r, s) of type (/3) (degeneration 2), we consider the 
identity (8) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,,+...+e,,_,)A=Oas/i,=O; 
((fr, + *** +f, m-1) + **. +fm--2,~,).4=0,asxismaxandA,=0. 
From the same identity we deduce (5.5)(p), as a consequence of (**)(ii), 
(ooo), and the inequalities: 
(B <A); Nf, > N:s ((1, s) E ob(9’)). 
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If (I, s) E ob(&) - ob(C9’) is of type (y) we consider the same identity (8). 
(ooo) holds this time simply because ,4,, U/i, = 0, and (5.5)(y) follows from 
(**)(ii), (000) and the inequalities: 
wi?l > eil (r f H,); N:, > NY, ((1, s>, WV). 
1.X. The Degenerations 28’ of Type X. 
We consider all the @“s of type X, operating on E,,. 0 E, m-, 0 El, 
(p < u < u), such that B’ < %J’A ’ ( A ’ and by the inductive assumption at 
least one exists. Among them we choose one with u maximum. 
We have the pairs (g’, @) of Table X. 
The assumption (**) is: 
(**I Mf, = iv;, for some h E H, 
and we choose such an index h. We have: 
(0) WL-1 -Mi, >M::,-, -ME, 
and from the identity (5) of Lemma 6.1 it follows: 
(00) (fort-, + .** +A-I *J > 0. 
We consider the sets 
Note that d, = 0. In fact if FxY ~/i, # 0, and p <x< u - 1, we could 
perform the degeneration @* of type X on the factors E,, 0 Fxy 0 E,,, if 
u <x < u - 1 we could perform the degeneration C3* of type VII of the 
factors E,, @ Fxy , and in both cases &* is trivial with respect to @‘, against 
(*h 
We set /1 =/1, and from (00) we deduce /i # 0. (See Table X for g.) 
Proof of (Cl). If (r, s) E ob@) - ob(G”) and h < s we consider the 
identity (6) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds as x is max and /i, = 0. (5.5)@) 
follows from (ooo), (**), and the inequalities: 
w$ > ~kl (B < A); M:, > M% ((h, s) E ob(C9’)). 
If h > s we consider the identity (7). (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,, + ... + e, h-l)A =0 as u is max; 
((f,, + ... +f,,-l) + ... + (fhpl h + ... +fhpl m-1))A =0 as x is max and 
A,=0. 
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(5.5)@) now follows from (000). (**), and the inequalities: 
N:, 2 N;, (B < A); N:,, > N$, 
((u + 1 < s < y, (2, h) E ob(G’)). 
7.X1. The Degenerations 5” of Type XI 
We consider first the pairs (CL’, 2) of Table XI,. The assumption (**k) is: 
(**I M;, = M;, for some h E H,. 
If is easy to check that we can reproduce the same argument as in 7.II 
which gives rise to Table II,. In fact the assumption (**) is the same, and 
the degeneration g is defined in terms of the factor E,,., moreover, even if 
the set ob(G”) in 7.11 properly contains the set ob(G!‘) we have here, the 
pairs (a, b) E ob(P’),,,, - ob(Y’),,., where never used in the proof of (0) 
(cf. 7.11). 
We may now assume that the only degenerations CL” of type XI and such 
that B’ < %‘A’ <A’ act on the following factors of A’: E, mu, @E,,, @ E,,, 
p <m - 1. The only liftings I;/ which are not trivial with respect to Y’ are 
again of type XI, and, up to permutation, either act on the factors (of A) 
E,, 0 E,,s 0 E,,. p< tn ~ 1, or on Ezm 0 E,,.@ E,, (which can occur if 
p=m- 1). 
We consider next the pairs (L , C ” 9) of Table XI,. The assumption (**) is 
now that one of the following equalities holds for at least an index h: 
(**I 
(i) Mim = Mi,,,, hEH, 
(ii) Ni, = Ni,, h E Hz 
(iii) NG,n = Nt,. 
Assume first that (**)(i) holds for at least an index h. In this case we can 
reproduce the same argument of 7.11 and use Table II, (the only thing we 
want to point out is that in the actual case we do know that e&, > 0). 
Therefore we may assume that 
M;c,,, > M;., for every h’ E H, 
and (**) is: 
(ii) N;, = N;, for some h in H&‘. 
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We choose such an index h and we define the following sets: 
A,= (E,,:et, >0,3~x~u-l,v+l~y~m-11) 
A, = P*, : ef, > 0, p + 1 < y < m - 1 } 
/i,=(F,,:f~,>O,v+l~x~m-1,p+1~y~m) 
/1,=(E,,:e~,>O,v+l~z~p} 
A,=(F,,:fA,,>0,2)+ l<x<y<p). 
Note that A, = 0, otherwise we could perform a degeneration 9 * of type I 
on the factors E,, 0 E,,, Exy E A,, against (*). Similarly A, = 0, otherwise 
we could perform g* on E,, 0 E,, @ Elp, of type XI. 
We set A = iJ=,Ai,U {E,,} and at least a factor of A belongs to A (in 
fact by assumption e;b > 0). We deduce Table XI, for @. 
Proof of (0). If (r, s) E ob(@) - ob(P’) is of type @) and s = m, (0) 
holds as r E H,. 
For the remaining pairs (Y, s) of type (J) we consider the identity (3) of 
Lemma 6.2 and the permutation (z = (1, 2). (000) holds, in fact: 
(ezs + ... t e, mp,)A = 0 in 2 aszismax(z<y<s)andA,=0;in2’asz 
ismaxandA,=0in3asA,nA1=0; 
((e,,t~..+e,,_,)t~..t(e,,t.~.te,,~,))”=Oas~,=IZI; 
((f,, t . . * t f,,) t * +. t (f, s + , + * 9 - t f,,) + . *. t f, _ I ,)” = 0 in 2 as y is 
max and A, =0; in 2’ as y is max (y <z <s) and A, =0; in 3 as 
A,UA,=0. 
(5.5)@) follows now from (ooo), (**)(ii). and the inequalities: 
N:, > N;, 1 N;4, > NY, (B < A); Nf,. > Nf, ((h, r) E ob(Q’)). 
If (r, s) is of type (a) we use the identity 2 of Lemma 6.2 and the 
permutation u = (1, 2). (000) holds, in fact: 
(e,,+...+e,,_,)“=O,in2’aszismaxand/i,=0;in3as/1,U~,=IZI; 
((e,,t...+e,,_,)+...t(e,,+...te,,~,))A=Oas~,=O; 
us s+1 + ..* +f,-i m)A = 0 in 2’ as y in max (~1 < z < s), and A2 = 0; in 3 
as A,=0 
(5.5)((r) follows from (ooo), (**)(ii), and the inequalities: 
N:, > Nt,, (B <A); Ni, > N:, ((A, s) E ob(9’)). 
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Proposition (5.3) is now proved under the assumption (**)(i) and (ii), 
therefore we may assume: 
M$, > lvf;,, for every h’ E H,; N{,,,, > Nt,,,, for every h’ E HL 
and the assumption (**) is: 
(iii) N;, = N;, . 
We have (cf. assumption (***)) 
(0) Nf,,, - N&, + e&, > NT,,, - Nf, + e&, > 0 
as we know that e& > 0, and from the identity (6) of Lemma 6.1 we have 
(00) ef, > 0. 
The degeneration & we consider is shown in Table XI, assumption (**)(iii). 
(Cl) holds as r E Hz. 
To end the discussion we only have to assume for the pairs (@‘, W) the 
situation shown in Table XI,. 
The assumption (**) now is: 
(**I Nf, = N;,,, for some h E H, . 
We choose such an index h. We have 
(0) KL-, $N;,>N;,-,-N;,>O; 
(00) (e, m-l + e2m-l+e3m-l+ ~~~+ehm-,+fOm~,+~~~ 
+fm-2 m-l +A-, mY > 0 
(cf. identity (1) of Lemma 6.1). 
We consider the following sets: 
A,=(E,,:eA,,>0,3<x<u- l,v+ l<y,<m- 1) 
A, = (El,: e:, >O,v+l<w,<m-11) 
A2=(E2,:e~~>0,v+1<z~m-1) 
A3={F,,:f~,>0,v+l~x~ y<m) 
A4=(F,,:f&>0,v+1<y<m-1} 
A,=(F,,:f~,>0,O~x~~-l,v+1<y~m-l}. 
We have A, = 0, not to go against (*). We set A = U?=, AT, and we have 
A f 0, as a consequence of (00). 
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Explanation of Table XI, for G?. If/1,#0,/Iz#0,/13#0,wechoose 
factors E,, E A 1, E,; E A,, FXF,, E A, with the property that w, z, x are 
maximum. We may also assume that if A, # 0 and A z # 0 then w < z, and 
ifA,=0thenA,=0. 
If/i,#0,/i~#0,~i#0andy,<~~(orifii,=0and~,#0,/i,f0) 
we perform the degeneration 1; if ~1 > u’ (or A i = 0, A 3 # 0) we perform the 
degeneration 1’ ; if A,#0 and A,~,4,=0 we perform I”. The case we 
perform 2 or 3 is clearly indicated in the table. 
Proof of (El). If (2, s) E oh(o) - ob(9’) we consider the identity (2) of 
Lemma 6.2 (000) holds, in fact: 
(els + ... + e, ,-,)4 = 0. in 1 as u’ is max; in l”, 2, 3, as A, = 0; 
((e,, + ... +e, m-,) + ... + (e,,+ ... +ehmm,)).’ =0 as A,=0; 
(us s+, + ... +“L> + ... + f, ~, m)” = 0 in 1 as y is max (4’ < w < s); in 1 “, 
2, 3 as A, = 0. 
(5.3)(a) follows from (**), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
N:, > N;,,, (B <A); Nis > N;, ((h. s) E ob(Q’)). 
If (1, Y) E ob(C?) - ob(9”) we use the identity (2) of Lemma 6.2 transformed 
via the permutation (T = (1, 2), and we get the same conclusion. If (Y, s) E 
oh(G)-ob(9”) is of type (j3) and r~ [x+ l,u], SE [u+ 1.~11 
(degeneration 3), we consider the identity (5) of Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in 
fact : 
((e,, + -e + e, m-,) + (ezs + f.. + e, +,) + (e3,y + ... + e3 m-l) + ..’ 
+ (eks + .ae +eh,_,)).” =0 as A, =A,=A,=O; 
(f,,+...+f,,-,)+...+(f,-1,+...+f,~,,-,)+(2f,,+,+.‘. 
+2f,,_,tf,,)+...tf,_,,))“=Oasxinmax;/i,=/i,=0. 
(5.3)@) follows from (**), (OOO), and the inequalities: 
M-& > wt?l (B <A); KS > Nis ((IL s) E ob(@‘)). 
For the remaining pairs (r, s) of type (p) we use the identity (3) of 
Lemma 6.2. (000) holds, in fact: 
aswismax;in l”aswismax(w<y<s);in 
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((f,,+...+f,,)+...+(f,,+l t . ..+fmp.m))“=O, in 1 as y is max; 
(y < w < s); in 1’ as J is max; in 1”) 2, 3 as A, = 0. 
(5.3)(p) follows (**), ( ooo), and the inequalities: 
N;, Z NY,, N:, > N;, (B < A); Nf, > N& ((A, r) E ob(9’)). 
If (v, s) E ob(&) - ob(5”) is of type (y) (degeneration 3), we consider the 
identity (3) of Lemma (6.2), and (000) holds as A, = A, =A, = 0. (5.3)(y) 
is now a consequence of (**), (ooo), and the inequalities: 
N,4, > J% (B < A); Nir > NEr ((A, r) E ob(P’)); N‘;, > NY, 
(proved above). 
8. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3, STEP 2 
Recall that our assumptions now are (cf. Section 5, step 2): 
! 
IV;~ = N;$ foreveryvE~0,m-1]U(1,2},r~s~m 
M;4, = MR 
(8.1) 
r-s foreveryvE [3,m- 11, r<s<m, 
i.e., B’ = A’, and B < A implies that, for at least an index, one of the 
following strict inequalities holds: 
(i) Mi-,,>MB,m,m 
(ii) Ml,>@,, hE [3,m-21 
(iii) A’: m > Nf ,,,, r= 1,2 (8.2) 
(iv) Ni m > Ni, 
(v) N; ,,, > N; ,,,, hE [3,m- 11. 
If (**)(i) holds, we consider the following identity: 
M m--l m -N, m-1 =fo m +.f, m + ..a +.&m-z m. 
We have [M,+, m -N, ,,-,lA > [M,+, m-N, m-,]B 2 0 and therefore: 
The set /1, = {F,, : f:,,, > 0, 0 < x < m - 2) is not empty as a conse- 
quence of (00). 
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We consider also the following sets: 
We set A = Uz=, A, # 0 and we define the degenerations @ (see Table 8, 
for Q). Note that the pairs (r, S) E ob(GJ) are such that s = m. We have to 
prove now that for (r, m) E ob@) of type (a), N;4, > A$!,,,,, and for (r, m) E 
ob(G??) of type @), M;“, > MF,. The last inequality holds for r = m - 1 as we 
are assuming (8.2)(i). 
If (r, m) E ob(C?) is the type (/I) and r < m - 2, we consider the identity 
~,,=~,-1m+No,-NU,-l-[f,,+~~~+f,-2ml~ 
We have 
(000) Is, m + -** +fm-% JA = 0 as x is maximum. 
We use the same identity for the factors A and B and we deduce 
M:‘, > @m, as a consequence of (8.2)(i), (ooo), and the equalities: 
N$=N:,, A$,,-,=N:,-, (cf. (8.1)). 
If (2, m) E ob(GJ), we consider the identity 
We have: 
(000) e$,-,=O as A,=0. 
Using the same identity for A and B we get N& > N:,,,, as a consequence of 
(8.2)(i) and the equality N;” m--l = NY ,,-, (cf. 8.1). 
The same argument holds for (1, m) E oh(G)), using the permutation 
u = (1,2). If (r, m) E oh(a) is of type (a) and r # 1, 2 (degenerations 4, 5) 
we consider the identity 
N,,=N,,-1+~,~1,-N,,~,-N2,-l-~el,~1+e2m-l+e~m~l 
+ ... + e, m-l +.Ll ,I. 
We have 
(o,cJ) [...]A = 0, 
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in fact 
e/:+,=e:+,= 0 asA,UA,=0; 
(e, m-, + . . . + e, mu ,)” = 0 in 4 as z is min, in 5 as A, = 0; 
f”,-, m=O as/l,=0 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption 8.2)(i); it follows that 
we may assume: 
MC-, ,=MB,-, m 
and (8.2) 
(ii) A4;,>hf;, forsomehE [3,m-21. 
Among all the indices such that (8.)(ii) holds we choose an index h 
maximum, and therefore Mi + , m = IV:+, m. We consider the following iden- 
tities: 
M,,, -Nob =fom +A,, + +.. +.L, m 
A4 htl m-l -M,+, m-Mhm-l +Mhm=.fhm-I. 
For the left-hand side of such identities we have: 
(L.H.S.)” > (L.H.S.)” > 0 
(we use here the maximality of the index h). Therefore we have: 
&?I +f3m + ... +fh-l d4 > 0; .f;,-, >o. 
It follows that F,,,-, is a factor in A and the set 
/i = {F,, : j$, > 0,O < x ,< h - 1 } is non-empty. 9 is defined in Table 8,. 
We already know that Mf m > M&, (assumption (8.2)(ii), and if (r, m) E 
oh(Y), x + 1 < Y < h - 1, we consider the identity 
M,,=Mhm+Nor-NOh-lfrm+...+fh~,ml. 
We have I... 1” = 0 as x is maximum. The inequality M:,,, > I@,,, now 
follows from (8.2)(ii) (see Table XII, for %:) and the equalities 
N;, = N;,, , N;, = N;, (cf. 8.1). 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumptions (8.2)(i) and (ii), 
therefore we may assume: 
M;, mm, =Mf, m-, foreveryh’E [3,m- I] 
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and (8.2) 
(iii) NLI > %?I 
We consider the identity 
(we choose here t = 1). 
Nlm+Nom-,-M,~,,=el,+f,~,,. 
For its left-hand side we have [L.H.S.lA > [L.H.S.]” > 0, therefore we have 
(000) e.:,+fA,-,m>O 
We consider 
Note that from (000) it follows /1 3 U A, # 0. We set 
A= iJ ‘4,#0. 
773 
We already know that Nf,,, > NY, (assumption (8.2)(iii); see Table 8, for 
9). For the remaining pairs (r, m) E ob(LZ;) (degenerations 2, 3) we consider 
the identity: 
N,m=N,,~1-Nom~,+Nz,+el,-(e3,-1+.~.+e,,~,] 
where [ ...I disappear if r = 0. We have: 
(‘=J) [...I.” =fJ in 2 as z is minimum; in 3 as A, = 0. 
We use the same identity for A and B, and we get N;‘, > Nf,,,, as a conse- 
quence of (8.1), (***) (ooo), and the inequalities: 
N:, > N;, (B <A); e:., > 0 (A, f 0). 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumptions (8.2)(i), (ii), (iii); 
therefore we may assume: 
M$m = M&, foreveryh’E (3,m- I] 
N;,=Nt,, r= 1,2 
and (8.2) 
(iv) N;,,, > N:,. 
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We consider the identities: 
N,, -N,, = e,,; Nom -N2, = elm. 
From (8.2)(iv) it follows that e;, > 0, e.f,,, > 0, i.e., in A there are the factors 
E,, and E,,. We consider the set 
A= (E,,,p,:e{m-, >0,3<.x<m- l}. 
We already know that N&, > NE,,, (assumption (8.2); see Table 8, for 9); to 
prove that N$ < NF,,, for the remaining pairs we consider the identity: 
N,,=N,,~,-N,,~,+N,,+[e,,~,+...+e,,.,]. 
(000) I...]” =o as x is minimum (or /i = 0). 
The claim follows from (8.2)(iv), and from the equalities: 
Proposition 5.3 is now proved under the assumption (8.2)(i),..., (iv): therefore 
we may assume: 
M$,=M;., for all h’ E 13, m - 11 
N;,,=N;,, for all h’ = 0, 1. 2 
and (8.2) is 
(VI N;,>N;, for some h f 0, 1, 2. 
Among the indices such that (8.2)(v) holds we choose an index h which is 
minimum possible; it follows that we also have Nl-, ,,, = NipI *. 
From the identity N,, -N,_, m = e,,,,, we deduce that cl, > 0, i.e., E,, is 
a factor of A. We consider the set 
A= (E,,-,:e’:,-, >O,h+ I<x<m-I}. 
We already know that Nl, > Nf,,, (assumption (8.2)(v); see Table 8, for Q). 
For the remaining pairs (r, m) we consider the identity: 
We have 
(000) I...].” =() as x is minimum (or /i = 0). 
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It follows that 
as a consequence of (OOD), (8.3)(v), and the equalities: 
Proposition 5.3 is now completely proved. 
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